
Leitz IQ Autofeed Office 300 
Automatic Cross Cut Paper Shredder 
P4

Fully automatic paper shredder from Leitz with unique clean 
emptying feature. So intelligent it quietly works on its own, just 
insert your stack of papers (incl. staples & paper clips), close 
the lid and get on with your day. Ideal for office use. 
Confidential security and excellent performance with this anti 
jam, quiet and long running (60 min) autofeed shredder. 
Automatically shred 300 sheets of A4 into security P4 
(4x30mm) cross cut pieces in one go into the generous 60L 
bin. Simple operation using touch controls. Code: 47047
Read More

SKU: LE80151000

Categories: Auto Feed, Leitz

Product Description

Features
Autofeed feature for 300 sheets of A4, manual slot for up to 10 sheets (80 gsm) Unique clean empty feature 
(cutters reverse after every use) to prevent paper shreds dropping behind the bin when pulled out Infra red 
bin full sensor as well as 80% full warning to alert user to empty the bin to avoid mess Ultra quiet operation - 
for a calm working environmemt (when using Leitz oil papers regularily) Anti jam technology for uninterrupted 
shredding - automatically stops and reverses the paper out when too much paper is inserted Continuous 60 
min run time allowing the full chamber to be shredded in one go, ECO sleep mode activates after 3 minutes 
of non use Security DIN P4 cross cut (4x30mm) Generous 60L capacity pull out bin allowing the full chamber 
to be shredded Touch-Control - simple and intuitive for easy operation with pin code lock for ultimate 
confidence and security Also shreds credit cards, staples and paper clips; easy to move the machine around 
thanks to four high quality wheels 415 (w) x 735 (h) x 465(d) 2+1 years guarantee (also on cutters) 
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